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QUESTION 1

Peter has a custom portlet skin that he wants to deploy to an IBM WebSphere Portal server. Which one of these steps
can best be used to deploy his custom skin? 

A. Use the \\'uploadNewSkin\\' ConfigEngine task. 

B. Use WebDav to deploy to the skinlist entry point. 

C. Use the \\'installNewSkin\\' ConfigEngine task. 

D. Place his skin project in the /installedApps//wps.ear/wps.war/skins folder and restart the server. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The XYZ company has a custom portlet that provides access to data from the company\\'s mainframe. Twice a day, the
mainframe performs a batch process to update the data. During the batch process, the portlet cannot access the data.
Which one of the following options allows Sara to hide the portlet during the batch processing times? 

A. Use the Policy editor to create a portlet availability policy, then use the Page Layout editor to assign the policy to the
portlet. 

B. Use the Policy editor to create a portlet availability policy and to assign the policy to the portlet. 

C. Use the Personalization editor to create a portlet visibility rule, then use the Page Layout editor to assign the rule to
the portlet. 

D. Use the Personalization editor to create a portlet visibility rule and to assign the rule to the portlet. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

MegaCorp is working on integrating one of their applications existing in non-IBM WebSphere Portal environments into
WebSphere Portal. Which of the following options should they use for this purpose? 

A. WebClipping Portlet International Edition 

B. IntegrationPortlet 

C. WebClipping Portlet 

D. IntegrationPortlet_jsEnabled 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Tyson is the sole IBM WebSphere Portal administrator in his company. He has developed a portlet that uses content
spots to bind certain portlet markup to users specific to a certain group accessing the portlet itself. What bindings can
Tyson create to associate the users with the content spots to be shown? 

A. He can use Personalization Rules based on user and group information, hiding and showing the content spots per
each grouping as desired. 

B. He can use the ContentPresentationModel to hide and show content spots based on any parameter included in the
ContentPresentationResource and change the content spot based on the user\\'s group 

C. He can store a personalization rule in the theme that creates a new version of the portlet for each user group
automatically on first access,using the PortletClientModel and leveraging the PUMA UserGroup object 

D. Portlets cannot include dynamic content spots. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The following section of a portlet deployment descriptor defines the cache setting for a portlet: 

300 private 

What is the meaning of this cache definition? 

A. The content should be cached for 300 seconds and must not be shared across users. 

B. The content should be cached for 300 milliseconds and must not be shared across users. 

C. The content should be cached for 300 seconds and can be shared across users. 

D. The content should be cached for 300 milliseconds and can be shared across users. 

Correct Answer: A 
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